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ABSTRACT. Tribal communities in the Pacific Northwest of the United States of America (USA) have long-standing relationships to ancestral lands now managed by federal land management agencies. In recent decades, federal and state governments have increasingly recognized tribal rights to resources on public lands and to participate in their management. In support of a new planning initiative to promote sustainable land management, we reviewed scientific publications to examine relationships between tribal social-ecological systems and public lands in the region. We identified key ecocultural resources, impacts to those resources, and associated forest ecosystems, and strategies that have been piloted to redress those impacts. We found that many factors stemming from colonization by Euro-Americans have engendered social-ecological traps that have inhibited tribes from continuing traditional land stewardship activities that supported their well-being and maintained ecological integrity. These long-standing factors include legal and political constraints on tribal access and management; declining quality and abundance of forest resources due to inhibition of both natural disturbance and indigenous tending regimes; competition with nontribal users; species extirpations and introductions of invasive species; and erosion of tribal traditional ecological knowledge and relationships that are important for revitalizing resource use. As a consequence, both supply and demand for these forest resources have been reduced, as have the resilience and diversity of these ecosystems. Simply permitting resource harvest by tribal members does not sufficiently address the underlying constraints in ways that will promote tribal well-being. Escaping these traps will require addressing a gamut of ecological and social constraints through cooperative restoration efforts between land management agencies and tribes, several of which we highlight as examples. Because tribally focused restoration strategies generally align with broader strategies suggested to restore national forests in the region, they can foster both tribal well-being and ecological sustainability.
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INTRODUCTION
Native American tribes have a long-standing and vital interest in restoring and conserving social and ecological values of public lands in the Pacific Northwest of the USA, which encompass large portions of their ancestral homelands. Troper (2002) and Campbell and Butler (2010) found that aboriginal social-ecological systems were resilient and sustained critical food resources such as salmon prior to European colonization. More recent research has detailed how the loss of influence over aboriginal lands and associated opportunities to sustain traditional lifeways has contributed to economic, diet, and health problems and has disrupted family and societal relationships among tribes in the region (Norgaard 2014a; Dobbins et al. 2016, LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016, Norton-Smith et al. 2016, Mucioki et al. 2018). Building upon that previous research, our paper asks: “What strategies for managing national forest lands can promote ecological resources and stewardship opportunities that are important for tribes in the Pacific Northwest region?”

This question calls for understanding how community well-being and ecological conditions have changed and may respond to future land management. In addition, we wanted to understand how engagement with tribes in designing and implementing management strategies would address both ecological restoration and tribal well-being. Such an integrative approach is important to fill the many gaps between narrow ecological studies of particular species and social studies of tribal communities. We narrowed our focus to ecosystems and institutional decisions for which public land agencies such as the U.S. Forest Service have primary responsibility, while recognizing broader societal factors that have contributed to social-ecological traps. In this article, we review the history that has shaped relationships between tribes and public land management in the USA, explain how we synthesized published literature to address our question, consider factors that have contributed to a social-ecological trap for tribal communities and ecosystems in the region, and finally examine strategies that have been piloted to redress those impacts.

Historical context of tribal interests in public lands
Native American populations throughout much of the Pacific Northwest of North America declined precipitously with Euro-American colonization that precipitated warfare, murder, and introduced diseases such as smallpox, measles, and malaria (Boyd 1999). In the wake of this decimation, the federal government asserted control over tribal lands and confined native people onto relatively small reservations or even smaller “rancherias.” Many of these reservations were subsequently allotted, with parcels sold to non-Indians. Officials such as the Secretary of the Interior explained the beliefs that drove the Government’s efforts to radically disrupt tribal lifeways, “In our intercourse with the Indians it must always be borne in mind that we are the more powerful party, and have uniformly regarded the Indians as the wards of the nation. We are assuming, and I think with propriety, that our civilization ought to take the place of their barbarous habits. We therefore claim the right to control the soil which they occupy, and we assume that it is our duty to coerce them, if necessary, into the adoption and practice of our habits and customs” (Delano 1872:4).

By the early 20th century, the U.S. government had assigned control over much of tribal ancestral lands to the U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and National Park Service.
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Native American land-tending practices such as forest management and wildlife populations were greatly impacted by U.S. forest managers. Over a century ago, forest managers established hegemony over tribal nations. The imposition of U.S. government policies resulted in the transfer of lands out of tribal control. For example, the U.S. government terminated its recognition of many tribes, particularly in California and Oregon while continuing to transfer lands out of tribal control. In southern Oregon, the Klamath Tribes transferred their reservation to form the Winema National Forest (Catton 2016). This massive shift in land tenure and lifeways resulted from Euro-American colonization, engendering enduring poverty in many tribal communities. A striking example is the Karuk Tribe, 90% of whose members live below the poverty line (Norgaard et al. 2011). The Tribe retains only 321 ha in small, fragmented parcels that represent a miniscule fraction of their ancestral territory; by contrast, 98% of that territory is now managed by three national forests (Norgaard et al. 2011).

Social-ecological traps
Recent literature has described social-ecological traps as persistent, undesirable states that result from interactions among actors, institutions, and ecological dynamics (Cinner 2011, Tidball et al. 2016). Such interactions include governance changes in which local customary managed systems are eroded and supplanted by state control over common property resources and nationally appointed professionals, and pressures to unsustainably exploit resources due to poverty and population growth (Cinner 2011, Enfors 2013). Social traps may be exacerbated by environmental problems such as droughts. However, analyses of social-ecological traps focus on two-way interactions between societies and the environment that become maladaptive particularly because of short-sighted or misguided human thinking and actions (Tidball 2016). Previous work on social-ecological traps has highlighted management of U.S. forests. For example, Carpenter and Brock (2008) summarized how communities and forests were more vulnerable to damaging wildfires as a product of historical timber harvest, fire suppression, settlement, and climate change that created dense forests interspersed with vulnerable human dwellings. Such research has suggested that traps often represent a slow social response to environmental problems or a myopic focus on maximizing desirable products such as timber (Holling and Meffe 1996, Carpenter and Brock 2008), and they have not emphasized the extent to which traps resulted from the U.S. government establishing hegemony over tribal nations. The imposition of U.S. governance separated tribes, in both physical and nonphysical ways, from their aboriginal lands and resources, and subsequent urban and agricultural development, including dam construction, greatly impacted fish and wildlife populations that were important to tribal people. Over a century ago, forest managers rejected Native American land-tending practices such as intentional burning because they regarded them as misinformed, grounded in superstition, and inconsistent with producing the services that they believed the general public expected from those forests, in particular, timber (Jack 1916, Leopold 1920, Greeley 2000). Although those decisions may be attributed to insufficient foresight, it is important to recognize that they were deliberate rejections of tribal interests and understandings, as well as the recommendations of some non-Native foresters who urged further consideration and research on the likely benefits of so-called “light burning” (White 1920).

Growing tribal influence in public lands management
In recent decades, many tribes have experienced economic prosperity resulting from utilization of natural resources on their remaining lands, as well as from tribal gaming and other enterprises (Cornell and Kalt 1998). Such examples particularly include tribes in Oregon and Washington with ratified treaties and fairly extensive, forested reservations within their original ancestral territories. This economic development has aided and coincided with increases in political power, successful lawsuits, and scientific expertise (Breslow 2014, Catton 2016). Tribes have successfully pursued various legal remedies to improve conditions of water, fish, and other natural resources and have more influence over management of public lands and waters (Nie 2008, Gosnell and Kelly 2010, Breslow 2014). Court rulings have supported tribal efforts to restore the productivity of social-ecological systems by requiring state governments to comanage salmon populations with tribes and to take more actions to restore those populations by reducing barriers to fish passage (Breslow 2014). Removal of several large dams in the region has represented watershed events for these restoration efforts, both symbolically and literally (Pess et al. 2008).

The U.S. government instituted the Northwest Forest Plan (NWFP) in 1994 to conserve old-growth forest ecosystems within the range of the northern spotted owl (Strix occidentalis caurina) (Espy and Babbitt 1994). Over 70 federally recognized tribes, and many more tribes that are not currently recognized, have tribal lands and/or ancestral territory within the NWFP boundary (Fig. 1) (Stuart and Martine 2005). The NWFP stressed the importance of consultation and cooperation with those tribes (Espy and Babbitt 1994). However, beyond its focus on conserving old forests and salmonids, it did not consider more proactive efforts to foster resources of value to tribes or tribal management practices. The NWFP also did not emphasize the ecological importance of fire and the influence of Native Americans. However, the 10-, 15-, and 20-year NWFP monitoring reports (Stuart and Martine 2005, Harris 2011, Vinyeta and Lynn 2015) specifically considered the effectiveness of consultation with tribes, and they also devoted increasing attention to whether tribes had access to forest resources and places that were important for cultural, subsistence, or economic reasons, particularly those protected by tribal treaty rights.

Since the NWFP was adopted, federal policies have further recognized the significance of tribal rights to resources from public lands and tribal participation in their management. That broad evolution in federal policy has supported cooperative agreements with tribes, and rights to treaty resources have served as an impetus for formal comanagement arrangements. Despite such examples, many tribes have contended that national forests have not sufficiently fulfilled their potential to better support the
cultural, economic, and ecological sustainability of tribal communities and sustain ecosystems that evolved with indigenous caretakers. However, the latest land management planning rule for national forests in the USA includes objectives not only of contributing to “economic and social sustainability” (Section 219.8 (b)), but also providing for “protection of cultural and historic resources,” and “management of areas of tribal importance” (Section 219.10(b)(1)(ii) (Office of the Federal Register 2012). Because national forests in the Pacific Northwest are embarking upon major updates to their land management plans under this new directive, examining how the interests of tribal communities can be considered in public lands management is a timely endeavor.

METHODS
In 2015, Forest Service land management officials commissioned a science synthesis to help inform the new land management plans. One of the key questions posed by managers was, “What is the capacity of the Northwest Plan area to provide for Native American first foods (e.g., salmon (*Oncorhynchus* spp.), elk (*Cervus elaphus*), huckleberry (*Vaccinium* spp.), camas (*Camassia* spp.), etc.), and is active management called for?” “First foods” is a term that some tribes have applied to traditional foods that have been and remain very significant in their diet and culture (Lynn et al. 2013). As part of our role in compiling that synthesis, we considered that question alongside opportunities to promote tribal community well-being and sustainability of federal forest lands more broadly. In particular, we considered how historical changes in the relationships between tribes and forests in the Northwest Forest Plan area had impacted social and ecological systems, and how restoring tribal stewardship practices could foster greater sustainability.

To prepare the science synthesis requested by managers, we and two other colleagues (see Acknowledgments) reviewed scientific publications that examined relationships of tribal social-ecological systems to public lands in the region. Through our review, we identified key ecocultural resources, impacts to the sustainability of those resources and associated forest ecosystems, and strategies that have been piloted to redress those impacts. Because our research question encompasses many social and ecological topics, neither a comprehensive search for all relevant literature nor a quantitative analysis was feasible. Therefore, we conducted a narrative review, which is particularly useful for presenting alternative perspectives, historical development of ideas, and other conceptual frameworks, rather than evaluating the efficacy of particular interventions (Koricheva and Gurevitch 2013). We took
several steps to promote the reliability of our findings by listing our sources with the public and expanding that list based upon external feedback. We began with lists of references used in previous science synthesis and monitoring reports that had been published since 1994 (Lynn et al. 2011, 2013, Voguesser et al. 2013, Long et al. 2014, Vinyeta and Lynn 2015). We expanded our search by reviewing references submitted by members of the public through a portal that was open in the winter of 2015–2016: http://www.fs.fed.us/npw/research/science-synthesis/literature-database.shtml. The initial draft of the full science synthesis, including the section on tribal ecocultural resources, underwent a formal peer review coordinated by the Ecological Society of America, and was also presented for the public so they could provide feedback to the peer reviewers. We revisited the draft chapter in response to peer reviews, which incorporated many detailed responses to the draft findings from several tribal representatives in the Pacific Northwest. The reviews suggested additional references as well as specific topics regarding ecocultural resources or dynamics; in response, we conducted additional targeted searches using Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com) and the U.S. Forest Service’s Treesearch database (http://treesearch.fs.fed.us/).

We ended up including over 300 sources, which are listed in the public database cited above, so that others can review the same sources and identify gaps. We sought to limit the review to sources that were peer reviewed and were publicly available, so that both managers and members of the general public could also examine their findings. Therefore, we drew most heavily from articles published in scientific journals. However, we also included agency reports, academic books, theses, and dissertations to consider issues that emerged as significant yet were insufficiently addressed in journal articles. Consequently, we reviewed a dozen theses and dissertations as well as many reports that were conducted with support and participation from tribal communities. For this article, we winnowed out key findings from the larger synthesis that related to the concept of social-ecological traps and strategies for promoting sustainability.

We did not conduct primary research with tribal communities for the synthesis. Because there are dozens of federally recognized tribes in the region (along with many more that are not currently recognized formally by the U.S. government), undertaking primary research poses many challenges. In particular, relationships between tribes and agency scientists concerning ecological practices and knowledge take considerable time to build, and even then, tribes often choose to keep traditional knowledge confidential to safeguard it (Bussey et al. 2016). Much traditional knowledge is closely tied to spiritual beliefs, and knowledge holders typically adhere to particular protocols to ensure propriety. However, the reports by Dobkins et al. (2016) and Karuk Tribe and Cultural Solutions (1999) demonstrate how some agency efforts have gathered primary information on natural resource issues through partnerships with universities, tribes, and/or tribal organizations. Indeed, the current Land Management Planning Rule requires National Forest System decision makers not only to use “best available science,” but also to request information about native knowledge, land ethics, cultural issues, and sacred and culturally significant sites (Office of the Federal Register 2012).

Considering only published scientific information may exclude traditional tribal knowledge that has not been referenced in scientific publications and it also risks perpetuating long-standing power imbalances (for example, by giving more recognition to researchers than individuals who share knowledge with them) and reinforcing barriers to integrating traditional knowledge into land management (Gavin et al. 2015). Tribal knowledge is often passed down orally in native languages rather than specialized, technical terminology often used in land management (Ellis 2005). Land managers may discount traditional knowledge that does not seem to fit with their understandings of particular issues (Bussey et al. 2016). Furthermore, tribal knowledge may be distorted or diminished as it is “scientized,” or translated into Western scientific syntheses written in English (Agrawal 2002). Consequently, even the conventional practice of scientific review and decision making may reinforce a trap that tribal practitioners experience when attempting to reinstitute traditional practices (LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016); specifically, they may feel their knowledge is only accepted as reliable once professional scientists have transformed it through experiments directed by nontribal land managers.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Development of traps that constrain tribal stewardship

Many social and ecological factors have contributed to long-standing traps that have inhibited tribes and their individual members from maintaining traditional practices that are important for sustaining community well-being. These factors include legal and political constraints on tribal land tenure, access, and stewardship; decline in the quality and abundance of forest products due to inhibition of both natural disturbance and indigenous tending regimes; competition with nontribal users; species extirpations and introductions of invasive species; and erosion of tribal traditional ecological knowledge and relationships that are important for revitalizing resource use (Fig. 2; Table 1). Specific factors that have reinforced this trap are described below with reference to several published studies that focus on national forests within various parts of the NWFP area.

Fig. 2. Factors contributing to a social-ecological trap by disrupting tribal relationships with ancestral ecosystems. We present the factors in a counter-clockwise direction to suggest that these processes are running counter to an expected or desirable order.

---

We did not conduct primary research with tribal communities for the synthesis. Because there are dozens of federally recognized tribes in the region (along with many more that are not currently recognized formally by the U.S. government), undertaking primary research poses many challenges. In particular, relationships between tribes and agency scientists concerning ecological practices and knowledge take considerable time to build, and even then, tribes often choose to keep traditional knowledge confidential to safeguard it (Bussey et al. 2016). Much traditional knowledge is closely tied to spiritual beliefs, and knowledge holders typically adhere to particular protocols to ensure propriety. However, the reports by Dobkins et al. (2016) and Karuk Tribe and Cultural Solutions (1999) demonstrate how some agency efforts have gathered primary information on natural resource issues through partnerships with universities, tribes, and/or tribal organizations. Indeed, the current Land Management Planning Rule requires National Forest System decision makers not only to use “best available science,” but also to request information about native knowledge, land ethics, cultural issues, and sacred and culturally significant sites (Office of the Federal Register 2012).
### Table 1. Factors that have contributed toward a social-ecological trap paired with strategies to promote tribal well-being and sustainability, and recent examples from the Northwest Forest Plan area.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Degradative Factors</th>
<th>Parallel Restorative Factors Related to Public Lands Management</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Removal to reservations and cessions of aboriginal lands and prohibitions on tribal management</td>
<td>Return of public lands to tribal control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Termination of tribes in mid-20th century by Congress</td>
<td>Cooperative or comanagement, particularly within designated tribal stewardship areas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire exclusion and suppression beginning in early 20th century</td>
<td>Re-recognition of tribes by USA beginning in late 20th century (along with recognition of previously unrecognized tribes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricting active management, including thinning</td>
<td>Restoration of fire regimes, including cultural burning, using adaptive management techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildlife extirpations, such as California condor, grizzly bear, beaver, and wolf, among others</td>
<td>Supporting active management, including thinning treatments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damming of rivers</td>
<td>Facilitation of wildlife reintroductions (typically led by state agencies and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, but sometimes with involvement of tribes and the U.S. Forest Service)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contamination of streams and forests</td>
<td>Facilitation of dam removal and restoration of associated aquatic ecosystems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition from non-Indians</td>
<td>Restrictions on use of chemicals such as pesticides, herbicides, and fire retardants; notification and tracking systems; and enforcement and cleanup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical restrictions on access by tribal members</td>
<td>Designation of exclusive gathering areas and seasonal access closures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion of traditional knowledge</td>
<td>Support for monitoring and research regarding ecocultural resources, and consideration of traditional knowledge in planning and implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degradation of intertribal networks, including trade and sharing</td>
<td>Cooperative agreements with multiple tribes and intertribal organizations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Displacement of Native Americans and their traditional land-tending practices

As described in the introduction, the deaths and displacement of Native Americans were followed by government policies that prohibited traditions of land tending and harvest. For example, in 1912, the federal government authorized rewards for stopping supposed “incendiaryists”—tribal members who were setting fires on the Hoopa Valley reservation (Huntsinger and McCaffrey 1995). Similarly, many tribal members were arrested as they attempted to assert their treaty rights to harvest fish (Breslow 2014). During much of the 20th century, local tribes had little influence over resource management on federally managed lands for a variety of reasons, including limited tribal institutional capacity, dismissal of tribal traditional knowledge and concerns, and inconsistent federal recognition and policies (Record 2008, Catton 2016). Public land management during that era, including fire suppression and punishing Native Americans for burning and harvesting in accordance with traditional practices, evoked considerable distrust of land management agencies (Norgaard 2014b, Dobkins et al. 2016). Ingrained fear of persecution, fines, arrests, and disputes over acceptable conservation practices have reinforced the historical constraints on tribal stewardship (Coder et al. 2005).

### Decline in resource quality and quantity, leaving areas no longer suitable for harvest

Tribes and researchers have reported on declining productivity of ecosystems that long provided key ecocultural resources (Vogesser et al. 2013, Vinyeta and Lynn 2015). Land development and alteration of hydrological systems (including damming of rivers) for Euro-American settlement and agriculture degraded the abundance, accessibility, and quality of freshwater mussels (Unionidae sp.), salmonids, candlefish (Thaleichthys pacificus), lamprey (Lampetra tridentata) (Fig. 3), and sturgeon (Acipenser spp.) (Breslow 2014, Norgaard et al. 2017). Most anadromous fish species, which are a staple of traditional tribal diets, have declined to levels that have caused them to be protected under the federal Endangered Species Act.

### The NWFP monitoring reports note that some tribal respondents regard the NWFP as having improved the condition of terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems by providing protection for old-growth forest and aquatic habitats (Vinyeta and Lynn 2015). However, these reports and research conducted with tribes (LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016) also describe how fire suppression and minimal disturbance approaches, especially within designated wilderness areas and late-successional reserves created by the NWFP, have inhibited availability of important resources such as huckleberries and elk. Fire suppression has reduced the occurrence of both high-severity, stand-replacing fire, especially in moist forests, as well as low-severity fires, especially in dry forests (Miller et al. 2012, Reilly et al. 2017). These changes in fire
regime have facilitated widespread encroachment and densification by shade-tolerant conifers and degraded the quality of hardwood stands in forests and woodlands, grasslands and wetlands, and coast redwood (*Sequoia sempervirens*) forests (Zald 2009, Engber et al. 2011, Hamman et al. 2011). For tribes, an important consequence has been declines in shade-intolerant, or disturbance-dependent understory plants and fungi used for food, fiber, and medicine, including various berries, camas, morels (*Morchella* spp.), and beargrass (*Xerophyllum tenax*), among many others (Charnley et al. 2008, Dobkins et al. 2016). Furthermore, populations of game animals have declined in many areas due to lack of fire, forest canopy closure, and reductions in forage (Peek et al. 2002). Some tree species of special importance, such as Alaska yellow-cedar (*Callitropsis nootkatensis*), which is an important source of tribal weaving materials, appears highly vulnerable to climate change within its range (Coops and Waring 2011). However, other species highly valued by tribes, including California black oak (*Quercus kelloggii*), Oregon white oak (*Quercus garryana*), and tanoak (*Notholithocarpus densiflorus*) may even increase with warming climate despite the threat of increased wildfires (Halofsky et al. 2016). Severe burns may help valued hardwoods, which can resprout, over their conifer competitors (Cocking et al. 2014). However, tribal members have reported that the services that many of these hardwoods provide, such as high quality and abundant nut production, have declined due to the lack of tending practices that have long been used to maintain large, productive mature trees and control populations of native insect pests (Anderson 2005, Bowcutt 2013, Halpern 2016). Researchers have contended that reduction in Native American harvest of geophytes, basketry shrubs, seed-bearing graminoids, nut-bearing trees, and other plants has contributed to declines in the diversity and productivity of woodlands, wetlands, and prairies by decreasing the amount of clearing, burning, and other ground disturbances (Turner et al. 2003, Anderson 2005, Schultz et al. 2011).

**Community members suffering poorer health and food and economic insecurities**

Ceremonies held by many tribes in the Pacific Northwest celebrate the annual arrival of salmon, venison, berries, and edible roots as foods that have supported tribal communities for generations (Mack and McClure 2002). Salmon and tanoak may have provided half of the traditional diet among members of the Karuk Tribe in California; however, consumption of salmon among tribal members has dropped to an average of 2.25 kg per person per year, down from an estimated 200 kg per person per year (Norgaard et al. 2011). The inability of many tribal members to harvest such foods and other products has been linked to a host of social ills, including diminished tribal food security and health (MacDougall 2008, MacKendrick 2009, LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016, Mucioki et al. 2018), disrupted family and social relationships (Willette et al. 2016, Norgaard et al. 2017), and reduced quality of life (Norgaard 2014). These environmental effects coalesce with broad impacts of colonization on cultural identity and economic opportunities, which have led to elevated rates of suicide and other harmful behaviors within tribal communities of the region, particularly among youth (Strickland et al. 2006).

**Erosion of traditional ecological knowledge, intertribal networks, and other sources of adaptive capacity**

As resource availability and access have declined, elders have had fewer opportunities to practice stewardship traditions and teach them to youth, as well as reduced incentives to do so (Whyte 2013, LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016). Fear of persecution contributed to the loss of knowledge and intergenerational transfer, as poignantly described by tribal members from a different part of the USA, who nevertheless confronted similar pressures: “Commonly enough, after [confinement to the] San Carlos [Reservation], many older Dízhée who witnessed what had happened to those who resisted simply slammed up. Talking about the old ways was at best melancholy and often counter-productive. Cultural information—which had been the domain of all Apaches —was now relegated to the internal archive of individuals and certain families who passed it on in degrees with variable success. Elders often advised children and grandchildren to ‘keep it in their hearts.’ Others were told simply to ‘forget all about those days,’ or words to that effect” (Coder et al. 2005: 279).

Once productive and familiar homelands became feral and inhospitable “wilderness” in the view of many tribal members (Anderson 2005). Many decades of displacement and land use by Euro-Americans have obscured much of the evidence of historical activities by Native Americans, including archaeological sites and trees bearing fire scars and other evidence of tribal use and stewardship (Turner et al. 2013). Furthermore, collective understanding of reference conditions is likely to have become distorted as memories of past conditions are lost and people become habituated to more recent degraded conditions. This dynamic that has been dubbed “shifting baseline syndrome” (Papworth et al. 2009), and is another factor that self-reinforces the trap. When cultural keystone species are reduced or eliminated from a tribe’s ancestral territory, then the associated cultural traditions and knowledge decline along with the material well-being of tribal communities (Colombi 2012, Cuerrier et al. 2015). Historical intertribal networks have long been an important source of adaptive capacity by facilitating exchange of resources, cultural practices, and knowledge systems (Turner and Cockseidge 2001, Trosper 2003, Papiez 2009). As people had fewer resources necessary for trade or constructing regalia, canoes, and other traditionally important items, their capacity to maintain traditional relationships and cultural systems, such as potlatch and first foods or world renewal ceremonies, has deteriorated. These cultural systems historically played important roles in maintaining resilience of social-ecological systems in the region (Trosper 2003).

**Exacerbating factors**

A range of other stressors, including climate change, invasive species (including sudden oak death (*Phytophthora ramorum*), Port Orford cedar disease (*Phytophthora lateralis*), Himalayan blackberry (*Rubus armeniacus*), knotweeds (*Polygonum* spp.), and many others described by Pfeiffer and Ortiz (2007)), extirpations of culturally important animals, contamination of streams by toxins and use of herbicides in forests, and changes in land use have reduced the availability of ecocultural resources and constrained their use by tribal members. An important example is illegal marijuana cultivation that has polluted ecosystems with toxic rodenticides, threatening both wildlife and fish important to tribes, and has created hazardous conditions for forest users (Gabriel et al. 2013).
Attention to effects of federal policies has often focused on legal or bureaucratic barriers to obtaining resources on public lands. For example, tribes have sought to obtain large redcedar (Thuja plicata) logs, which are used to make canoes, totem poles, and other traditional craft items (Garibaldi and Turner 2004). NWFP monitoring reports (Vinyeta and Lynn 2015) have highlighted agency fees and other obstacles when attempting to obtain such logs from public lands. Recent revisions to policies that recognize tribal rights to gather forest products for traditional and cultural purposes without fees may have ameliorated some of these conflicts; however, even where tribes have opportunities to simply harvest resources, they also want to tend those resources on public lands using traditional practices (Dobkins et al. 2016).

Impacts to tribal harvests by non-Native Americans is a long-standing issue, not only for salmon but also terrestrial resources including huckleberries, mushrooms, floral greens, and other forest products (Dobkins et al. 2016). One study found that some nontribal commercial harvesters, including immigrants from Southeast Asia and Latin America, had incentives to overharvest such resources because they were unlikely to recoup the benefit of leaving it, whereas tribal harvesters followed cultural practices that were more likely to favor sustainability (Richards and Creasy 1996).

Through our literature review, we identified several strategies that have been piloted and could address dimensions of social-ecological traps (Table 1). For some of these strategies, public lands management agencies have a primary role in implementation; for others, their role may be more complementary. We focused heavily on managing the condition of forest resources and fire regimes because those activities are a core mission of federal land management agencies, unlike addressing problems that are more social and institutional in nature, such as poverty and land tenure. Those broader dimensions of the trap are important to consider and address. However, managing fire regimes and forests is a particularly important lever because tribes, scientists, and land management agencies increasingly share the belief that alteration of fire regimes has reduced the availability of desired conditions and increased vulnerability to more extreme and harmful wildfires. That shared understanding has included greater recognition of the interdependence of people and their forest environments and the need to withstand some short-term costs (such as having to conduct smaller burns more frequently) to achieve long-term benefits (Spies et al. 2014). Such changes in societal mindsets are important for escaping traps (Tidball 2016).

For several decades, researchers have recognized the loss of resilience in systems that historically experienced low intensity due to fire suppression. Carpenter and Brock (2008) and other researchers have highlighted “allowance for diverse fire regimes” as a general strategy for breaking out of a rigidity trap resulting from forest fire suppression. Similarly, Holling and Meffe (1996) called for an end to a fire suppression policy in such regions. However, simply ending fire suppression would create hazards and harms for both forest and human communities that have adapted to the lack of fire. For example, various species protected under federal law, including the northern spotted owl that was an impetus for the NWFP, are associated with thick forests. Both social and ecological factors make it difficult to break the cycle resulting from fire exclusion; consequently, the “paradox” of safely returning fire to social-ecological systems requires a whole range of social and land management strategies (Fernandes et al. 2011). In particular, escaping the trap will depend on shifting from command-and-control toward more novel and adaptive experimentation (especially in using fires), as well as engaging people in science and policy and monitoring and developing partnerships to accomplish restoration (Holling and Meffe 1996).

Exemplifying such an approach, the Western Klamath Restoration Partnership (WKRP) in northwestern California involves national forests, tribes, and a variety of community organizations in designing and implementing fire-centric strategies to reduce social and ecological vulnerability and support traditional ecocultural revitalization efforts (Harling 2015). It embodies an integrated approach to landscape restoration that seems consistent with broader strategies to escape social-ecological traps, such as: (1) developing novel partnerships with both social and natural scientists and donors to build institutional capacity; (2) engaging in active adaptive management experiments to determine how to break detrimental feedbacks; and (3) focusing management actions at the broad scales relevant to key social and ecosystem processes and drivers (as opposed to small no-take reserves) (Cinner 2011). As examples of these strategies, the Karuk and Yurok Tribes have collaborated with scientists using grants to identify forest conditions that support traditional tribal foods and basketry materials. They have also partnered with various government agencies and nonprofit organizations such as The Nature Conservancy to build capacity for restoring landscape-scale fire across jurisdictional boundaries, through the TRaining EXchange (TREX) program, which shares cross-cultural fire knowledge while conducting strategic prescribed burns (Lake et al. 2017).

Active management, integrated with conservation of old forests, to promote a diverse and reliable supply of ecocultural resources

Active management interventions, including understory and overstory thinning and judicious use of fire, are important for sustaining tribal ecocultural resources. These practices promote landscape biodiversity, productivity, and resilience to a warming climate and large or intense wildfires (Turner and Cocksted 2001, Underwood et al. 2003, Turner et al. 2011). Such treatments appear particularly important to promote resilience in systems altered by historical timber harvest as well as more novel influences such as sudden oak death (Kuljian and Varner 2010). Conservation of old-growth forests is important to tribes for many reasons, including the use of large conifers such as redcedar as previously mentioned, and because large decadent or dead trees provide important habitat for culturally important species such as marten and piliated woodpecker. Many hardwoods such as oaks, madrone (Arbutus menziesii), and bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum) also form valued large, old trees, although they depend upon fire to deter conifers from overtopping them. Research has demonstrated that burning, digging, thinning, trimming, weeding, and other interventions are important for sustaining the productivity and availability of many edible berries,
roots, mushrooms, and seeds, along with other ecocultural resources that come from early successional forest openings or persistent nonforest communities (Turner and Cocksedge 2001, Wray and Anderson 2003, Peter and Shebitz 2006, Hamman et al. 2011, Turner et al. 2011, Anderson and Lake 2013). These communities support animals, including deer (Odocoileus spp.), elk, porcupine (Erethizon dorsatum), and many migratory birds, that are used for food and regalia (Wray and Anderson 2003, Lepofsky and Lertzman 2008). Promoting the variety of ecocultural resources desired by tribes depends upon maintaining a diversity of fire effects within large landscape areas that are suitable for harvesting over extended periods. As an example of this approach, the Skokomish Tribe and Quinault Indian Nation have worked with Olympic National Forest to restore beargrass and other native species using thinning and frequent burning (Shebitz et al. 2009).

**Addressing access**

Establishment of gathering areas on public lands that are reserved for tribal use appears to have been an effective solution to challenges afforded by competition with nontribal harvesters. In an important precedent, in 1932, the Gifford Pinchot National Forest agreed to reserve 1,130 ha of off-reservation huckleberry (Vaccinium spp.) patches for exclusive use by the Yakama Nation during huckleberry season under “the Handshake Agreement” (Fig. 4). The agreement was reached after the Yakama Chief Yallup asserted the tribe’s treaty rights to harvest berries in the face of increasing impacts from non-Indians during the Great Depression (Fisher 1997), but it was not put into writing until 1990 (Richards and Alexander 2006). A similar approach was formalized more recently under a Memorandum of Understanding between the Mount Hood National Forest and the Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Reservation (Wang et al. 2002, Catton 2016).

**Fig. 4.** A sign marks the boundary of an exclusive gathering area set aside decades ago under the “Handshake Agreement” in a part of the Indian Heaven Wilderness, Gifford Pinchot National Forest, Washington, USA. Photo courtesy of Leslie Seaton.

Managing roads is important because they provide access to both tribal practitioners and nontribal recreational users who could impact tribal resources. Because roads help tribal elders to access traditional harvesting areas, they are important for facilitating the sharing of traditional knowledge with younger generations (Dobkins et al. 2016). Establishment of some tribal stewardship areas has explicitly included reopening roads to key gathering sites (LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016).

**Species reintroductions**

Reintroduction of ecological and cultural keystone species that have been extirpated, in conjunction with restoring their habitats, is an important strategy for sustaining tribal material uses, cultural values, biological diversity, and ecological processes. Reintroduction of gray wolves (Canis lupus) to parts of the Pacific Northwest, under leadership from the Nez Perce Tribe, has helped to restore biodiversity important to tribes and also enhanced tribal institutional interactions with federal agencies (Donoghue et al. 2010). The California condor (Gymnogyps californianus) is another tribally important species for which reintroduction within the Pacific Northwest has been considered (Walters et al. 2010).

**Dam removals**

Removing dams can restore hydrological disturbance processes and connectivity needed to enhance migratory fish populations (Pess et al. 2008), and thereby increase the availability of tribal aquatic ecocultural resources on public lands. In the last decade, several major dams have been intentionally removed within the NWFP area, notably the Elwha and Glines Canyon Dams in the ancestral lands of the Lower Elwha Klallam Tribe on the Olympic Peninsula (Pess et al. 2008), and the Condit Dam on the White Salmon River, a tributary of the Columbia River. More removals, including four dams on the Klamath River that impact several tribes, have been planned.

**Engaging tribes through cooperative management**

“Cooperative” or “collaborative” management has been applied to varying forms of tribal and federal influence on land management in an area, with the phrase “comanagement” often used when there is a legal mandate for shared management responsibilities (Nie 2008, Diver 2016). Collaborative partnerships with tribes, encompassing consideration of native knowledge, in planning, researching, implementing, and monitoring treatments within an adaptive ecosystem management framework fosters adaptive capacity of tribes and the partnering institutions. Such partnerships can build upon the foundations in the Tribal Forest Protection Act (U.S. Public Law 108-278) and many other laws and policies that provide for explicit tribal engagement and cooperative management, but they have to reckon with legacies of mistrust and inequity (Cronin and Ostergren 2007).

Tribes are concerned not only with ensuring that lands are actively tended, but also that they have opportunities to shape and conduct those efforts directly, rather than deferring management to nontribal employees or contractors. Partnerships that support traditional ecological knowledge, monitoring, and restoration of ecocultural resources, tribal institutional development, and intertribal resource management organizations, can foster tribal adaptive capacity (Whyte 2013). Goschke (2016) contended that successes in comanaging salmon provide an appropriate
precedent for agencies to comanage terrestrial resources such as huckleberries with tribes and intertribal organizations. A number of stewardship agreements and/or designations of special tribal stewardship areas have supported tribes in applying traditional ecological knowledge and practices on national forest lands to achieve social and ecological objectives within the three states of the NWFP, including:

1. The Mt. Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest in Washington entered into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Tulalip Tribes in 2007 that supported cooperative efforts to sustain and enhance areas for treaty harvesting and other cultural practices, focusing on redcedar and huckleberries (LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016). One particular outcome was establishment of a 518-ha “costewardship” area in the Skykomish watershed in 2011 to restore mountain meadows restoration and enhance huckleberry production by removing small conifers. The project has also included road maintenance to improve access and engagement of tribal youth to understand the benefits of treatments.

2. The Mount Baker-Snoqualmie National Forest settled a dispute with the Muckleshoot Tribe by designating special management areas for protection of cultural and historical features and for promotion of elk forage; portions of those areas were subsequently targeted for huckleberry enhancement (Hatcher et al. 2017).

3. The Fremont-Winema National Forest in Oregon entered into a Master Stewardship Agreement and Supplemental Project Agreements with the Klamath Tribes that aim to restore forests, reduce risks of severe wildfires, train the tribal workforce, and enhance wood product processing capacity (Hatcher et al. 2017).


5. The Willamette National Forest in Oregon has conducted restoration in collaboration with the Confederated Tribes of the Grande Ronde and the Confederated Tribes of the Siletz. Treatments within the Cougar Rock Special Interest Area included thinning and fuel reduction treatments to promote huckleberries and tribal access through road and campground development (Farque 2008), and treatments at the Camas Prairie project included prescribed burning and planting camas bulbs (Smith and Farque 2001).

6. Revisions to the land management plans for the Klamath and Six Rivers National Forests in California provided for the Karuk Tribe to apply cultural practices, including reintroduction of fire, within a specially designated Katimini Cultural Management Area (Diver 2016).

7. The Forest Service Region 5 entered into a 10-year Master Stewardship Agreement with the Pit River Tribes and the Lomakatsi Restoration Project to conduct treatments on over 800,000 ha within the Lassen, Modoc, and Shasta-Trinity National Forests in areas neighboring the NWFP area in northern California (USDA Forest Service 2015).

Synergies with broader sustainability strategies for public lands
Strategies to promote tribal ecocultural resources appear congruent with emerging principles recommended by ecologists for restoring fire-prone inland Pacific forest landscapes, which focus on restoring disturbance regimes and associated ecological heterogeneity at multiple scales, while conserving old trees, biodiversity, and other important legacy resources (Hessburg et al. 2015, Hatcher et al. 2017). Managing both prescribed burns and wildfires is important for achieving resource objectives, including maintaining a diversity of open forests and woodlands with large hardwood trees, prairies, and wetlands. The NWFP paid insufficient attention to these ecological communities (Thomas et al. 2006). Although an emphasis on restoring fire is a greater need in drier ecosystem types that evolved with frequent fire from lightning ignitions, it is also important at fine scales within wetter ecosystem types. For example, active use of fire can help to sustain biodiversity in prairies, oak woodlands, and wetlands near the coast where lightning fires were less common but Native American influence was important (Engber et al. 2011, Schultz et al. 2011). Tribes have maintained that active tending practices can benefit human beings as well as a multitude of wildlife species by enhancing their foods and dwelling areas (Long et al. 2016). However, federal land management has generally followed a cautious approach of avoiding interventions in habitats of rare species that have declining populations (Anderson and Barbour 2003, Long et al. 2016). Tribal members have contended that management under the NWFP has allowed declines in important tribal ecocultural resources as a consequence of avoiding potential harm to late-successional forests, riparian areas, the northern spotted owl, and various “survey and manage species” (Harris 2011, Vinjety and Lynn 2015, LeCompte-Mastenbrook 2016). Attention to tribal knowledge and values can help understand the effects and tradeoffs associated with management actions, and their absence, on broader ecological and sociocultural dimensions of sustainability. Such considerations have been overshadowed by the “jobs vs. owls” debates that have dogged the NWFP (Burnett and Davis 2002). Active restoration strategies can be integrated with efforts to conserve large, old trees and associated wildlife, cultural sites, and other ecocultural resources that are jeopardized by severe wildfires. In addition, such management can be counterbalanced with protective actions such as closure of roads or restrictions on recreational uses, when undertaken in a framework that considers a broad range of social and ecological values.

Scaling up initiatives to overcome traps
Although many strategies discussed above seek to improve both tribal well-being and ecological sustainability, transforming coupled social-ecological systems to achieve these goals may require a long and complicated process of adaptive experimentation to dismantle these long-standing traps. Progress is likely to depend on addressing the gamut of ecological and social factors that have strained the lasting relationships between tribes and the ecosystems of their ancestral lands. Although court decisions have addressed threats to species’ persistence and tribal harvesting rights, broader restoration of public lands may ultimately yield more sustainable solutions. Reinstituting traditional practices and reestablishing relationships as part of a restoration strategy may need to overcome mental traps in which people fail to recognize interconnections between human actions...
and environmental processes or conditions (Tidball 2016). As one example, non-native managers, researchers, and members of the general public may mistakenly assume that an apparent absence of tribal harvest activity from public lands indicates a lack of interest by tribal members rather than a more complex degradation of the social-ecological system. When carried into decision making, such attitudes fulfill their own prophecy. Such notions may become increasingly difficult to counter as both human and ecological memories fade over time. However, surveys and interviews indicate that tribal members retain interest in harvesting traditional foods from public lands (Mucioki et al. 2018). By demonstrating the effects of reestablishing frequent fire and heterogeneous plant communities, implementation of tribal stewardship projects may catalyze broader social-ecological restoration by promoting groves of large, old conifer and hardwood trees, nonforest communities, and the benefits they provide to tribal communities. When developed in partnership with tribes and informed by tribal traditional knowledge, these efforts may counter tendencies to avoid active restoration by both demonstrating effectiveness of stewardship practices and encouraging shifts in mindsets. Evaluating and scaling up initiatives such as the WKRP and other examples that support tribal stewardship will be challenging because they are being implemented idiosyncratically across diverse social-ecological contexts, and they have to overcome the web of factors that reinforce the trap. However, a previous initiative designed to promote community well-being and ecological sustainability under the Northwest Forest Plan, the Jobs-in-the-Woods program, appeared comparatively successful where projects had strong support from tribal institutions (Middleton and Kusel 2007).

CONCLUSION

The theory of social-ecological traps helps to understand how interacting ecological and social factors, including colonization, diminished landscape diversity, productivity, and accessibility, have inhibited tribal well-being and stewardship within their ancestral territories. Greater understanding of such traps can help to shift mindsets of decision makers and members of the public. In particular, it can help to replace overly simplistic ideologies of protecting “naturalness” and “wilderness” or producing more ecosystem services to benefit humans, with more complex notions of sustaining coevolved, reciprocal relationships between people and their environment (Winthrop 2014, Pascua et al. 2017). Scientific publications increasingly recognize the historical influence of Native Americans on ecosystems in the Pacific Northwest, and how beneficial disturbances, such as wildland fires and tribal tending practices, can sustain the productivity, diversity, and resilience of social and ecological systems. Recent partnerships involving government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and tribes illustrate compelling opportunities for reinvigorating those ancient connections to both benefit tribal communities and foster broader sustainability of national forests in the region. These approaches can help break social-ecological traps by reestablishing tribal ecocultural stewardship across public lands in the Pacific Northwest region.

Responses to this article can be read online at: http://www.ecologyandsociety.org/issues/responses.php/10041
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